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Italy, the Adriatic &
Greece

512-688-1079
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Day 1 — Athens, Greece

Step on board in Athens, where you will have an entire day to explore this ancient city.
Perhaps you will see the Hellenic Parliament, Constitution Square, the Panathenaic
Stadium, the Temple of Zeus or the iconic Acropolis. Explore the bustling Plaka District
at the base of the Acropolis. Tonight we set sail for Olympia.

Day 2 — Katakolon, Greece

Visit the quaint Greek port of Katakolon, huddled around a pretty little harbor dotted
with colorful Rshing boats. During your visit, venture into the fertile valleys of the
western Peloponnese to the legendary city of Olympia, classical birthplace of the
modern-day Olympic Games on the slopes of Mt. Kronos. Walk among the ancient city’s
ancient ruins with an expert guide and historian, admiring the remains of temples, the
Palaestra, or wrestling school, and the Gymnasium. You will gain insight into the very
Rrst Olympic Games at the fascinating museum.
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Day 3 — Corfu, Greece

Corfu has a rich history shaped by conquerors and by royalty seeking tranquility. Corfu’s
Old Town and Fortress—fashioned by the once powerful Venetian Republic—comprise a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Its narrow warrens lead to one of Europe’s largest public
squares and a lovely promenade once exclusively reserved for the local aristocracy.
Everywhere, magniRcent coastal views unfold and scenic byways lead to history-rich
enclaves, from the archaeological site of Paleopolis and the stunning Vlacherna
Monastery to a former Greek royal villa.

Day 4 — Kotor, Montenegro

Spend the day traversing the medieval streets of this historic Montenegro town with a
walking tour. Pass by Venetian walls constructed in 1420 en route to the Cathedral of St.
Tryphon, built in 1166. Notice its mismatched towers, the result of an earthquake and a
budget too small to rebuild properly. Included on this tour is a visit to the Maritime
Museum, which documents Kotor’s heritage. As an option, venture to the small towns
of Budva and Sveti Stefan, the latter once a hideaway for the rich and famous.
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Day 5 — Dubrovnik, Croatia

Dubrovnik is a historic jewel, with its spectacular Adriatic setting, 12th-century medieval
streets and incredibly preserved structures. So stunning is its Old Town, the playwright
George Bernard Shaw famously called it “paradise on Earth.” It is all spectacularly
surrounded by a towering medieval wall. Inside, the ancient city’s Stradun is lined with
authentic stone houses. The peaceful 14th-century Franciscan Monastery and
Apothecary, housing the world’s oldest working pharmacy and Rne collection of
Renaissance paintings, provide insight into the ages.

Day 6 — Split, Croatia

Built around the Roman Palace of Emperor Diocletian, Split is one of Croatia’s oldest
cities. Its promenade commands majestic views over a bay and the Adriatic Sea. Despite
evidence of Split’s origins in the 6th century BC, the city is traditionally considered over
1,700 years old—counting from the construction of the palace. Its well-preserved
remains have been seamlessly assimilated into the modern city. An Ethnographic
Museum is found at the palace’s heart and shops line the passageways of its ancient
basement. Diocletian’s ancient mausoleum is now a stunning cathedral.
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Day 7 — Venice, Italy

Welcome to Venice, where the magical city renowned for its art, architecture and
culture is the ultimate destination on your epic voyage. You can enjoy a panoramic boat
ride toward the magniRcent St. Mark’s Square on your included tour, and with your
guide, you will admire the glorious facade of the Doge’s Palace and tour the ornate
interior of St. Mark’s Basilica. Or take a boat to Murano to see glassmakers at work in
their centuries-old tradition with a stop to visit the historic island of San Giorgio
Maggiore. As we will remain in port overnight, enjoy a Rne restaurant, the vibrant
nightlife and perhaps even a romantic evening gondola ride along the Grand Canal.

Day 8 — Venice, Italy

Awake and further explore central Venice on your own this morning, as you investigate
the out-of-the-way passages that reveal beautiful, hidden piazzas, or cross the lagoon
to Murano and Burano to view the world-renowned glassblowing craftsmen. As we will
remain in port overnight, enjoy a Rne restaurant, the vibrant nightlife and perhaps even
a romantic evening gondola ride along the Grand Canal.

Day 9 — Venice, Italy

Enjoy another day in Venice exploring on your own. Your ship sets sail this afternoon so
you can enjoy a spectacular view of the lagoon as we sail away.
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Day 10 — Šibenik, Croatia

Cruise the scenic St. Anthony Channel into the oldest Croatian city on the Dalmatian
Coast, Šibenik. Resting at the mouth of the Krka River, this UNESCO World Heritage Site
has a remarkably preserved Old Town. Roam its narrow streets past medieval houses
and churches, all surrounded by four historic fortresses. The city’s St. James Cathedral is
the most important Renaissance structure in Croatia. Perhaps you will join an excursion
to view the impressive waterfalls of the Krka River.

Day 11 — Bari, Italy

Explore sunny, palm-lined Bari, where streets are lined with romantic, honey-toned
balconied houses, welcoming courtyards and Romanesque and baroque churches. Visit
the Norman-Swabian castle, the splendid Romanesque Basilica of St. Nicholas and the
Petruzzelli Theater, one of Italy’s most important opera houses, and stroll the
picturesque waterfront. Or perhaps visit Alberobello and its fascinating trulli houses, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site of whitewashed buildings with conical roofs.
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Day 12 — Crotone, Italy

Uncover the deep past of Crotone, founded as a Greek colony in 710 BC. Boasting a vast
array of archaeological relics, the city was once heralded as the home of some of the
Hellenic Empire’s most celebrated Rgures, including many victors of the Olympic Games
and Pythagoras, whose mathematical theories altered Western thought. During your
visit, marvel at the impressive cathedral, a neoclassical wonder, browse the Pythagoras
Museum and Gardens, and explore the waterfront and Crotone castle.

Day 13 — Sicily, Italy

Today you will call on the Sicilian city of Messina, celebrated as one of Europe’s ten
greatest cities when it fell under Spain’s purview in the 17th century. Admire the
surrounding mountains, picturesque orange and olive groves, and rolling vineyards. You
will see the best of the city during a tour, including the expansive Piazza Municipio and
the hillside Votive Temple of Christ the King. Or, choose to climb Mt. Etna’s towering
volcano, and marvel at the ancient temples and arenas of Taormina.
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Day 14 — Naples, Italy

Naples boasts a long history in a stunning seaside setting and is known mostly for its
pizza. The city has long been a major center of Italian culture and was the seat of a
powerful independent kingdom for 500 years. So great was its sway that it lured the
region’s Rnest architects and artists. In the grand Piazza del Plebiscito, the grand and
sweeping public square, the San Francesco di Paola Church faunts a colonnaded facade
reminiscent of the Pantheon in Rome, and the Royal Palace overlooks Neapolitans with
statues of all the kings of Naples peering out from alcoves.

Day 15 — Rome (Civitavecchia), Italy

Disembark the ship today. Our proximity to Rome leaves you with countless options if
you are touring more of Italy on your own. You can also extend your journey in Rome
with Viking, exploring the ancient capital in more depth.

* One shore excursion included per port as indicated (included); all others available at an extra charge. Depending on your
stateroom category, shore excursions may be reserved beginning 90 days before your cruise sails. Not all excursions will be

available for all sailings. Full details of the excursions available on your speciHc departure date can be viewed at My Viking Journey
once your cruise booking has been made.




